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Sir,
Quicker painless diabetic laser

Not often does an improvement in delivery of treatment

occur because of a misunderstanding in a conversation.

Five years ago the authors were at a national meeting and

informally discussing pan retinal photocoagulation for

proliferative diabetic retinopathy. TR was impressed that

WW was able to perform this laser treatment more

quickly by shortening the duration of each spot of laser

from the conventional 0.1 s to 0.02 s.

TR found that at 0.02 s the automatic repeater on the

(Coherent) argon laser was able to produce more than

eight burns per second. Naturally the power needed to

be raised to compensate for this – rarely more than

500mW. After these faster sessions of treatment he was

delighted to hear his patients ask spontaneously why the

treatment was less painful than previous occasions. TR

had previously found that the more laser patients had

had meant that the treatment sessions became more

uncomfortable. Since then TR has not needed any

periocular anaesthetic injections for proliferative laser

treatment.

Two years later, at another meeting, TR praised WW

for his splendid tip of shortening the laser burn to 0.02 s.

‘No’ said WW, ‘I use 0.05 s’. On returning to Glasgow

WW tried setting the duration to 0.02 s and was equally

pleased with its effectiveness and increased comfort for

patients.

Why is treatment less painful at 0.02 s? One can

speculate that the zone of heat around the burn does not

go as deep and therefore perhaps has less effect on

choroidal nerves. Is pan retinal laser at 0.02 s as effective

as at 0.1 s? The authors cannot say for sure but it certainly

seems to be.

A popular ophthalmic textbook suggests 0.05–0.1 s.

A literature search on the duration of laser burns was not

fruitful but a reference to a short pulse of 0.02 s causing

less pain was found on the internet

(www.diabeticretinopathy.org.uk). The authors therefore

do not claim anything new but are keen to promote this

less painful way of delivering laser treatment. They also

ponder on whether the value of coffee breaks at national

meetings should not be overlooked when points for

continuous professional development are being assigned.
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Sir,
Reply to T Rimmer and W Wyke

We read with interest the correspondence on ‘Quicker

painless diabetic laser,’ whereby a pulse duration of

20ms with corresponding higher power in argon laser

panretinal photocoagulation resulted in less painful

treatment sessions.1 The reduced pain during treatment

is thought to be due to lower heat conduction to the

choroid and sclera.
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